
The Weiner Question

Not so long ago, a perhaps overly confident politician blessed with the last name of 
Weiner created (and then, only a short year or so later, recreated) a big media splash when he 
elected to send pictures suggestive of his most private parts via the world of a digital – and thus 
globally shared – information.  Journalists and comedians alike had an entertainment heyday as 
they repeatedly referred to the now infamously-posted Mr. Weiner’s wiener.  

Or, was that his weener?
	
 As the story broke, in my head I heard my students asking:
	
  “Miss?  How do you spell it?”  
	
 Within days of the first exposure, a drama-inducing newspaper printed bold headlines to 
proclaim: Weiner admits...Yeah, I’m a Schmuck, thereby engendering a fascinating study in 
derogatory epithets.  Allowing that certain citizens in our country carry the appellation of 
Schmuck, a follow-up inquiry now presented itself: If a politician named Schmuck got himself 
into trouble, would he then be obliged to publicly denounce himself as a Weiner? 
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	

	
 Talk about your average Schmuck calling a weenie a Weiner.

It was a wordplay convolution likely to spark contemplation of that age-old literary 
question: What is in a name?  Is a rose still simply a rose if, in the effort to distract through a 
massively produced and endlessly scintillating razzle-dazzle, you enthusiastically and repeatedly 
referred to it not as a rose, but as an exceptionally advanced multi-faceted specimen of floral 
eminence? 
	
 Tangentially, if the impoverished students attending your district’s lowest-income, largely 
culturally-different schools persistently embarrassed their administrators – illustrating, through a 
repeated production of their unacceptable test scores, that they struggled academically – well, 
could you magically elevate a student ability simply by compelling placement, after bragging 
loudly and publicly of a dramatically increased enrollment, in Advanced, Accelerated and 
Honors courses?

Did the suddenly decided act of adding impressive academic titles to various classes and 
then force-filling these now imposing courses to the brim and beyond make your school better?  
Were the kids you had enrolled, often abruptly and without input, into these classes – students 
who had experienced few privileged-class, dominant-culture social advantages – really, 
somehow, magically more academically able?*†  

Did closing a decades-old, all-student-inclusive neighborhood school and then, under the 
guise of a hard-hitting reform, expensively reopening it as multiple exclusive “academies” with 
exciting, exceptional names – long, striking names such as The Presidential Scholars’ Early Elite 
University – well, did this ostentatious act of re-naming institutions somehow enable these 
buildings to supersede local life issues, and thus a deeply entrenched historical performance?

Did the assertively forced use of page-by-page, shockingly pricey and fully pre-scripted 
programs written, promoted and published by prestigious big-name educational companies 
(companies which, as a result of such an unprecedented national compassion, were growing 
fatter and fatter with each benevolently munificent year) – well, did a use of these exclusively 
published manuals somehow magically guarantee not only a student comprehension, but a 
subsequent academic success?
	
 Driving home late one afternoon, with relief I pulled into the passing lane and moved my 
car from behind a dingy white truck which had been leaking dark clouds of a visibly gray 



exhaust; the liberally emitted smoke had been making me feel both light-headed and queasy.  As 
I pulled over to pass, however, I couldn’t help but notice a boldly-lettered sign which had been 
carefully affixed to the back driver-side fender. 
	
 LEV, the sizable sticker asserted absolutely: 
	
 This is a Low Emissions Vehicle.
	
 Projecting the necessary magic behind a no-waiting logic, this unambiguously posted 
proclamation – as opposed to any literal truth – surely served to solve the highly visible problem 
of emissions.  This was, after all, how the miracles of a silver-bullet innovation worked.
	
 Wasn’t it?

*At the onset of one school year an administrator pushed statistical information onto our staff; as we were initially 
led to the fact that a previous year’s AP teacher had enrolled an unprecedented number of students into his courses, 
we followed expectations to clap, whistle and cheer.  Minutes later, however, a larger-than-life statistical data 
projected at the front of the room illustrated that very few of his students had managed to procure even a lowest-
recognized AP score, and way too many hadn’t even gotten that far.  Suddenly the room went silent as, 
unexpectedly, this man was now loudly and publicly chastised.  


